
The Highlands at Pittsford 

Dining Committee 

April 13, 2021 
 

Mary Lou Brewer A149 (P)  Julie Tubbs A241 (P)   Andy Trepanier (P)  

Jeff Ford A339 (P)   Lorraine Withers A335 (P)  Elizabeth Nessle (P) 

Nancy Hare A113 (P)   Anne Woods A305 (P)   Lloyd Theiss (P) 

Joel Kerlan C214 (E)   Clark Wackerman A327 (E)  Ben Adamson (P) 

Alice Leddy A213 (P)   Jean Weaver A340 (E)   P=Present 

June Mihalov A229 (P)  Nancy Robbins A338 (P)  E=Excused 

Barbara Rarrick A231 (E)  Janet Steiner C103 (P)  
 

 

Old Business: 
 

Food Forum:  A (Zoom) Food Forum was held on Wed, 4/7/2021.  Based on questions/comments raised at the 

Food Forum (and additional questions brought up at the (Zoom) Cottage Meeting held on Fri, 4/9), Andy 

compiled a list of Frequently Asked Questions (and Answers).  This was shared with the committee and Andy 

asked for feedback.  All agreed it was beneficial; Andy will provide this information monthly. 
 

Comment Cards:  In lieu of the pie charts Andy was using to show feedback, he presented the information 

gleaned from March comment cards in a different format, to include detailed (write-in) comments.  Please 

read at your leisure.   

- Jeff stressed the importance of tracking results and being able to use the data to help with decision making 

when it comes to improvements.  Elizabeth added that all thoughtful changes/improvements will hopefully 

translate to better dining scores on the next Holleran (resident satisfaction) survey, slated for later this 

year.  The last Holleran survey was conducted in 2018.  This survey also allows us to compare HAP results 

with those from comparable senior communities. 

- Julie pointed out that comment cards have not been available for at least several days.  Andy will replenish 

the supply. 

- Jeff suggested that ‘accuracy of order’ be added to the comment card.  Andy will take another look & 

ensure that it is on both dine-in & delivery comment cards. 
-      

Full Count Status Update:  Andy will provide a Full Count update at each meeting: 

 Andy provided a customer count summary for the period 3/1/2021 thru 3/31/2021.  Monthly totals 

(March):  1,892 residents dined in the Oneida Room (up 434 from Feb); average number of diners per night 

= 61 (up 7 from Feb).  For the same period, a total of 2,969 meals were delivered for an average of 

96/meal deliveries per night (up 2 from Feb). 

 Since we increased dining room capacity on 4/5/2021, we are seeing numbers heading in the right 

direction.  Number of residents coming to the dining room is up; meal deliveries are down & approaching 

the desired 30 per night.  Easter count: 99 residents dined in; 37 deliveries. 
 

Action Items:  Andy updated the committee on action items. 

Completed:  1) Dining phones; 2) Meal plan structure; 3) Fresh flowers on dining tables; 4) Menus in advance. 

In Progress:   

1)  Review continental breakfast (postponed to mid-May);  

2)  Identify healthy menu choices & perfect portions (symbols were added to menu; it can be further modified 

as needed, i.e., to include symbol for nuts);  

3)  Dish on Dining;  
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Action Items:  (continued) 

4)  Reopen other dining venues (on the horizon as meal deliveries continue to trend down); 

- Next steps include moving delivery preparations out of Community Center; return that room to Life 

Enrichment.  That would free up the Community Center for programming & (a modified version of) Happy 

Hour (to start in May).  Then segue into reopening the Bistro & reinventing the Bakery to include a grab-and-

go café concept.   

5) Sunday brunch (possible start date 5/16). 
 

On Hold:  1) Green initiatives with food containers; 2) Reinstate kitchen tours. 
 

Reminders/New Business: 
 

 Andy shared preliminary plans for holiday meals for Mother’s Day (5/9) & Memorial Day (5/31).  Residents 

will receive details thru the in-house mail. 

 COVID dining restrictions remain the same:  75% capacity in dining room (106 diners).   

 Andy reviewed the new dinner menu and asked for feedback.  Comments included:  

- Q:  Instead of saying “choice of 1 vegetable; 1 starch”, can we eliminate the word ‘starch’ and say                          

“choice of 2 sides”?  A:  Andy agreed. 

- Q:  What is the status of the lunch menu?  A:  Andy is in the process of reformatting the lunch menu.                     

Jeff suggested that the dining line 641-6330 be modified to include a prompt about ordering lunch. 

- Q: Can you include a description for the seasonal salad special?  A: This omission was an oversight & will 

be corrected. 

- Lorraine rescinded her suggestions for reformatting the menu for the time being. 

 For information purposes, Andy shared an article about the benefits of adding seafood to your dietary 

lifestyle.   

Open Forum: 

 Q:  Will dining policy of ‘reservations required’ continue into the future?  A:  Yes, we will continue to 

require reservations; it has increased efficiency of operations.   

 Q:  Can the Reservation feature on the Portal be modified so that residents can make changes to an 

existing reservation?  A:  Andy/Elizabeth offered to research this with the vendor, Viibrant. 

 Q:  You have identified items on the menu that cannot be prepackaged & taken out of the dining room; 

how was this communicated?  A:  Please refer to Andy’s dining update memo dated 3/30/2021. 

 Nancy R commented on miscellaneous table service issues.  Andy explained that servers must now 

readjust to increase in number of diners.  He will review steps of table service at upcoming boot camp. 

 Please remind servers about proper placement of bread/butter on the table. 

 Q:  I requested a scoop of ice cream with my cake.  Why was my request denied?  A:  Only select desserts 

are considered à la mode. 

 Q:  Are servers instructed to deny such requests?  Inconsistent responses have been observed.  A: Yes 

servers have been instructed but many of our younger/newer staff are reluctant to enforce.  Andy briefly 

explained the challenges of having to say “no” when “yes” was formerly the standard response. 

 Q:  To improve acoustics in the Bistro, could carpeting be considered?  A:  Will take under consideration for 

future plans to refresh. 
 

Minutes recorded by:    Ellie Forgach 

Next meeting:  Tuesday, May 11, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. in Oneida Room  


